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For Contributor Updated July 21, 2017 If you are using a mobile phone, your phone is likely to have a Subscriber Identity Module (SIM) card installed. These cards have all the billing information written on them and also store the excess data you put on your phone. Over the years SIM cards have been assigned version numbers, but they are not always easy to find. The good news is that there is an easy
way to discern the SIM card version and it does not involve hacking the card itself. Turn on your phone and make sure your SIM card hasn't been removed. Go to the address book and check your storage capacity. If you can store more than 250 entries in your address book, you use a version 1 SIM card. If you don't have a phone book, proceed to step 2.Remove the SIM card from your mobile phone or
smartphone. Consult the user's guide if there are any sign-in issues. As a general rule, most SIM cards are located under the phone battery. Find the date on which the SIM card was issued while it is printed at the bottom of the SIM card. If the SIM card was issued before June 2002, a version 1 SIM card is used. Electronic Arts Have you ever wondered how YouTube Simmers get their personalized
content, commonly referred to as CC, in their Sims 4 game? Electronic Arts has never published an official tutorial on downloading CC in The Sims 4, and there are loads of tutorials on YouTube, but they can be vague. Custom content, or Mods, is additional resources and behaviors created by other players in order to enrich the game beyond the base game that Maxis has published. This content often
includes clothes for your Sims, traits, aspirations, and much more. Personalized content is created and tested by users– it's an important part of the Sims community. In fact, Maxis encourages and supports the modding community! You can read more about this topic on the FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS page on The Sims 4 Mods and Game Updates. So, here is a detailed tutorial on how to activate
and download mods in The Sims 4 on Windows 10. Set Locate and Open the Resource.cfg file after starting The Sims 4 and activating mods in the game, locate the Mods folder for The Sims 4. The default location for the Sims 4 folder is in the My Documents folder. The Mods folder will be generated within the Sims 4 folder after starting the game with mods enabled. There is a Resource.cfg file in the Mods
folder. Right-click to open it using a simple text editing program, such as Notepad. You should see something similar to the following, but on one line: Priority 500 PackedFile .package PackedFile . The number of asterisks is equal to the number of Deep. It should be six by default, as shown here. If you want to add more, follow the same pattern. Create new folders in the Mods folder This is especially true
for people who don't have folder folders the Mods folder yet or they did folders, but there is nothing in them. If you have a couple of folders with stuff in them already, but a bunch of things that aren't, go ahead and follow. Create folders labeled Build/Buy and CAS. By creating folders to get started, you'll be better prepared to keep your files organized later. Activate mods in your game After launching the
Sims 4 game, you'll see a three-dot icon in the upper right corner of the main menu. When you click on this, you will get the settings menu. Click the More tab and select the Enable custom content and mods option. That was the easy part. Go ahead and enable Script Mods Allowed, too. When the boxes are checked green, it means that the mods have been enabled. Verify that the Mods folder is now in the
EA folder When you downloaded the game, choose a folder to install The Sims 4. Locate it and locate the Mods folder. You can usually find it in Documents &gt; Electronic Arts &gt; The Sims 4 &gt; Mods, but you may have it installed in another location. We recommend that you use the built-in File Explorer search box to locate the folder. Choose a Mod and Download When clicking around and
downloading mods, it is very important to read the fine print. You'll pack into a huge selection of CC that's compatible with the basic game (no package required), however, plenty of mods available will require one package for one reason or another (like a re-texture of a basic game element). For the sake of this tutorial, I chose a couple of basic compatible game mods that are linked below. You'll see that all
these mod pages say compatible with the basic game in the description: Note: The Women's Fall Collection has separate files, so you can choose what you want to download. Packages sometimes come separately, but not always. Sometimes a set is only available as a joined content package. Here is a quick list of my favorite and trusted CC sites: Move the files to the Mods Folder Locate the downloaded
files on your computer and then move the files manually to the Mods folder of The Sims 4. In the Mods folder, create a Mods Tutorial subfolder (whatever name is enough) and move all .package files from the download folder to the Mods Tutorial folder. CC that appears on the Create a Home screen (clothes, hair, accessories, etc.) will be stored in the CAS folder, Build/Buy CC should go to the Build Buy
Mods folder and so on. Keeping folders organized can help you create corrupted files that cause problems in the game. Also, by putting the newly downloaded mods in a separate folder, you can start the game and decide whether or not you like the new mods you've downloaded. We recommend that you store newly downloaded CC in a folder labeled new for organizational purposes. If you start the game
and decide that you don't like what you downloaded, it's easy to switch to the new folder and figure out which file to delete. the previous screen includes file names previously linked content in this post for this how-to guide. Launch your game! Once you're on the Create a Family screen, click the Hair section. If you laugh, you find the custom content you downloaded, click the small arrow next to Female,
click the content, and select the box next to Custom Content so that only downloaded custom content appears in the hair section. You can turn on this filter on all screens, even in Build /Buy! What is a Mod against a Mod God? Now that you've been there, we've dabbled a little bit in custom content for The Sims 4, you have to wonder why we've turned on script mods. Script mods are encoding mods that
can alter the behaviors of the game, as opposed to pre-existing Maxis encoding. A popular script mod is The Sims 4 MC Command Center Mod created by the user, Deaderpool. The MC Command Center Mod has an abundance of options in the form of multiple modules that address different features: adjusting household bills, making selected sims immortal, pregnancies, and even creating story
progression-style mechanics. Pretty much anything you can think of, this mod can do that, and it's updated on an ongoing basis. We've already gone through how to activate script mods, but where do you place the MC Command Center mod in the Mods folder? First, make sure that the forms and packages are placed in the same folder and that the folder is no more than one level in the mod folder
structure of The Sims 4. For example, The Sims 4, Mods, MCCC is ok, but The Sims 4, Mods, Script Mods, MCCC is not. The Sims 4 client will only go to a depth level when searching for script mods. On the previous screen, you'll see that the McCmdCenter file is located in the top level of the Mods folder. If you don't do it correctly, script mods won't appear in the game. Save and back up your Sims 4
folder as a general rule, always back up your Sims 4 folder to a USB or external drive in case of an emergency. Right-click the file, and then select Copy (CTRL and C on the keyboard), navigate to the safe location that you created, right-click, and select Paste (CTRL and V on keyboard) in the new location. This ensures you have an updated copy of your game (Sims families and your mods) if you have to
reinstall the game. It takes time to build a collection, and it's a nuisance to lose progress just like losing the saved data for any other video game. And that covers him! Remember, you should always contact the mod owner to report bugs or if you have any questions. By Taruna Chhabra A super SIM card is a type of mobile phone card that allows the mobile phone user to use phone numbers and store all
related information on a single card, in a single phone. Its capabilities include the recognition of multiple phone networks and can store all phone numbers and contact information from different numbers. Manufacturers market the super SIM card based on how much content of different cards a card can store. For example, a super super 12-in-1 can store the contents of 12 different SIM cards in a single SIM
card. Similarly, the 16-in-1 super SIM card can store 16 different SIM card content. The super SIM card is compatible with most modern phone network brands that use SIM cards. The operating process is easy to use, with easy transferability between mobile networks and phone numbers. In fact, through an additionally supplied USB, you can easily download and edit your super SIM's phone book and
SMS messages from your personal computer. The super SIM card is ideal for consumers who have multiple mobile phone numbers, however, they don't want to bring more mobile phones. It prevents the consumer from having to pay a large amount of money on multiple telephone bills. Bills.
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